SOME POINTERS ON HOW TO FILL IN THE ONLINE PROPOSAL

Proposed Research in Pairs 1 + Optional Research in Pairs 2
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Duration: lasting 1 or 2 weeks (or between 7 and 14 days in total)
Participants: gathering from 2 to 5 participants. Including at least either the
Chair holder or Local project leader. Of course, both can also participate.
Rationale: The idea is to work on a project (such as putting the final touches to
an article, discussing a paper, writing chapters of a book, starting a new
project etc.).
Dates: 3 sets of dates should be proposed. It is of course easier for CIRM to
accommodate these smaller-sized events, but dates should still be provided
very early to ensure there are vacancies in studios as the Research in Pairs
program is very popular.
Funding: CIRM provides non-local guest with fully-subsidized accommodation
- normally in studios for longer stays in order to have access to a kitchenette
at week-ends - and all meals at the restaurant from Monday to Friday. Any
local participants, the Chair and the local project leader may have their meals
charged to the "Programme of Invitations".
Two Research in pairs event can be covered by CIRM funding.
Additional Research in pairs meetings can of course be organized and
may be then covered by the "Programme of invitations".
You may choose to refund travel out of the "Programme of invitations" grant.
Note however that the "Programme of Invitations" should not be used as
appropriate funding for restaurants and/or other outings since meals can be
offered onsite during the week and facilities are provided in studios for
week-end cooking.
Online description: Please describe the various Research in pairs meetings
you intend to organize in sufficient details for the rapporteurs to get relevant
information. It may also b e useful for the scientific committee to have
access to short CVs of the chosen guests.

